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It seems incredible that almost a third of the year has already
slipped by, that winter is almost over and spring is just around
the corner. I did hear that one of the stores had started to erect
Christmas decorations and guess that will happen in earnest
when Father's Day is over in a few weeks.

The committee has been busy planning this year's events, and
are beginning to look at a program for zor3. Is there anything
that you would like to see a demonstration of or a workshop
held to teach some aspect related to our craft, or is there
something that you could demonstrate or teach to a group?
The committee would welcome any input from members and
any offers for demonstrations or workshops.

So far this year we have conducted two introductory courses,
a restoration course and the preliminary workshops for the
leather binding course.

At the AGM it was announced that an annual bookbinding
competition would be set up to honour June McNicol and
Fay Dean. In recognition of their continued dedication to the
Queensland Bookbinders' Guild over 35 years, the award,
to be known as the McNicol/Dean Award, is now open to
all members. Final date for entries is the November general
meeting, with the winner being announced at the December
Christmas function. Details and entryforms are on the Guild's
website.

This year also marks the 35th Anniversary of the Guild.
To celebrate this milestone the Guild is holding a celebratory
dinner on Sunday October zr. Full details will be announced
at the September general meeting. I look forward to seeing as
many of you as possible on that special occasion, including
your partners.

The craft fair is on again soon in October at the Brisbane
Convention and Exhibition Centre and Col Jorgensen is
seeking volunteers for the morning and afternoon sessions for
each day of the event, if you can assist please call or email Col.
We needtwo orthreepeople each session, who can demonstrate
some aspect of the book binding process and answer questions
from those attending the fair. Being a volunteer provides free
admission to the craft fair.
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FUTURE MEETING
rz September
Paper Decoration

ro October
Renata Eising Gift Card Demo

14 November
Silent Auction

tz Decernber
Christmas Function

GENERAL MEETING
PROGRAMME
Please sign the meeting book on
arrival. This is not only a record of
attendance but is a legal requirement
in case ofinjury or accident

Meetings held at the Woodturners'
Society of Queensland premises at
19 Pine Street, Greenslopes.
Meetings commence at 7pm.
Please arrive promptly.

Material sales are available from 6pm.
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I would also like to announce the appointment to
the committee of Col Jorgensen, who is also the
events coordinator. Thankyou Col for accepting
the invitation to that role, and I hope your arm
is soon out of the sling.

There are still thevacancies of theVice President
position and one committee position. Can you
help?

The demonstrations booked for the remaining
three general meetings this year should prove
interesting to members, and the Christmas
function in December will include the
announcement of the winner and finalists for
the inaugural McNicol / Dean Award.

Happybinding.

Dennis Leadbetter

June Meeting

More than 3o members attended the June
meeting at WSQ. President, Dennis Leadbetter
reported that the first workshop on Sharpening
Tools had been well attended with 13 members
choosing to learn how to sharpen a paring knife
and spokeshave ready for the workshop on
Paring Leather on the coming Saturday. This
workshop and one on 30 June on Handmade
Headbands are in preparation for the Leather
Course, later in the year, which will require
these skills. Dennis also reminded members of
the need to appoint a Vice-President and two
more committee members but no volunteers
were forthcoming.

Five members then took the opportunity to show
off their examples of inlays, using the sample
packs handed out at the April AGM when June
McNicol gave a demonstration of two different
inlay techniques.

In the photograph you
can see four of the six
examples which were
displayed, which show
the different and very
effective results from
using several colours
of buckram (and in

one case backed paper) to
produce a striking inlay
design. Several people
commented that the sharp
points proved the most
difficult part to get right.
Louise Doig, who produced
the Celtic knot design also
brought the inlay using the
negative (cut-out) parts
of the inlay as a second
black- on-white inlay, thus
doubling her output. This

simple technique can produce very striking
cover designs using scraps and offcuts of cover
materials.

June and Fay then gave a short demonstration
of gold tooling using an adapted soldering iron
with adjustable temperature control and gold
foil. This allows you to add line decoration to
book covers in freehand or using a template.
Various colours of foils can be used. The Guild
owns a tool which can be borrowed by members
wanting to try this technique.

Sarah Davies

July Meeting

The July meeting was a free workshop with no
set topic, and people could bring something of
their own to work on, get advice or feedback
from other members, and use the equipment.

After the formalities of the meeting were
concluded, several members got to work on
their own projects. Some browsed the library for
new inspiration, and others were checking out
some of the equipment available for use. Robert
Thiem was demonstrating gold foil and finishing
techniques, taking fulI advantage of our large
pallet collection. June McNicol had our blocking
press set up, and a couple of members took the
opportunity to have a go.

All in all feedback on the night was very positive.
Because there was no set topic, people had a

chance to get to know one another in a more
casual environment, and the hands on approach
got people engaged. Conversation was made
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on what people were currently working on and

also member's interests in general. If you would
like to see this kind of event more often, let
the committee know as we are always open to
suggestions.

AIex Forrest

In August a small number of members braved
the cold to see a demonstration of a three-piece
binding from Fay Dean, one of the founder
members of the Guild.

In the meeting business the President advised
that the date of the Leather course that the Guild
is running in September is to be changed, due to
the unavailability of the tutor, Lorraine Brown
on 29 September. Those who have enrolled will
be canvassed for an alternate date. Also the Guild
will be holding a dinner to celebrate its 35th
Anniversary (at a date to be fixed) in October
and more concerning the date, venue and cost
will be announced at the next meeting. He also
appealed for volunteers for the up-coming Craft
Fair in October (see Col Jorgensen to volunteer)
and reminded members of the McNicol / Dean
Award, closing on 14 November 2or.z.

Fay Dean then gave a shor[ demonstration
of a three-piece binding, a simple method of
constructing a book case from the separate parts
of two covered (and decorated) boards and a

spine piece. She commented that for those new
to using leather this is a way to incorporate a
leather spine into a book cover. It uses a wider
French groove (add 6mm to the width of the
spine cloth or leather) to allow the book to open
fully and permits the easy blocking of the spine
with a title, and the production of front and back
covers separately. She highlighted the problem
of multiple layers of buckram at the top and
bottom spine edges of the front and back boards
and suggested that the turn-in along the spine
edge can be recessed into the board to reduce
the thickness of buckram. Fay displayed several
of her own bindings which have used this
technique.

Finally Fay Dean and June McNicol brought in
the books (which had been presented to them
in recognition of their thirty-five years of work
to build and support the Guild) to show to Guild
members.

Fay Dean will provide a detailed report on three-
piece bindings in the next QBG Newsletter.

Sarah Davies

Headbanding Course

Headbands are great for that finishing touch on
your book, helping with the overall aesthetic,
and also providing structural support for leather
bound books. Once you know how to do them,
they can be fairly quick to do. The headbanding
course was held on June 3o, and went offwithout
a hitch. We had ten participants who all walked
away with some new skills. Alex and Sarah
touched on the history, techniques and types of
headbands, and presented a step by step how-to
for sewing English and French style headbands.

English Style French Style
rnating colour bead) (Same colour bead)

Students were then given several hours in
which to practice their headbanding skills, and
everyone had at least a couple of lovely spines to
show for it by midday. It is much easier to show
someone how to headband rather than explain
it, however if you would like the notes from the
course, contact Alex Forrest for a copy.

Ifyou would like to learn orteach guild members
a technique, please approach the committee
as we hope to provide more short courses like
these in the future.

Alex Forrest

Leather Paring Course

As part of the Leather binding course the Guild
are conducting this year, June McNicol ran
a leather paring course on June 16 to teach
around rz participants the skills and techniques
to pare leather. The course included the detail
of how to pare leather using an English paring
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Dennis Leadbetter

Blade Sharoenine Course

knife to obtain feathered edges to the leather
and also use of a flat based spokeshave for large
area paring.

The participants need to practise those skills,
and the skills of keeping their tools sharp, to
become reasonably proficient before the actual
leather binding section of the course. The
leather binding course, initially scheduled for
late September, is now to be in late October or
November due to unforeseen circumstances.

Thank you June for your continuing dedication
in passing on your skills.

Blade sharpening was on the agenda for
Saturday June 2, with this course being the
first in a trilogy of preparatory classes for the
leather binding lessons later in the year. Hosted
by the very capable Dennis Leadbetter and
June McNicol, members were given the chance
to hone their blades and skills. In order to get
the right edge on our spokeshaves and paring
knives, Dennis gave us a wealth of knowledge
and comprehensive notes in blade edge theory,
and techniques for sharpening with machines
and stones.

-

Here are some of the key points to remember:
An optimum angle for the spokeshave and the
paring knife is z5 degrees (although the paring
knives offeredbythe guild seemed a muchlower
bevel than this, around 13 degrees).

For the spokeshave, one of the most important
points was that the corners of the blade needed
to be rounded out, so it does not catch on the
leather. Ensure that the bottom of the blade is

perfectly flat by honing it before you work on
your cutting bevel.

Reshape b€vel to take off hanl angles
on comer of spokeshave blade

June showed us another method of sharpening,
using emery paper on a flat surface and in a
figure eight pattern with water. Depending on
the state of the blade, work down the grit levels
from rzo- z4o-4oo-600, andfinallyto rzoo and
a leather strop, taking care to strop away from
the edge at this point. Practice definitely makes
perfect using this technique, but the satisfaction
of sharpening your own blade is well worth the
effort, and a great skill to have.

Alex Forrest

The McNicol / Dean Award, a competition for a
well bound book, to be held annually by the guild
for all members is now open for 2ot2. Details of
the competition requirements, entry forms and
howto submit entries are on the Guild's website.

Final date for entries is the November general
meeting, Wednesday, November t4, with the
winner being announced, and all entrants' books
on display, at the December Christmas function,
Wednesday, December tz at St Luke's Anglican
Church Hall.

Anyone wishing to title their entry
using the Guild's blocking press should
contact Colin Jorgensen on 3390 5839 to
arrange a suitable time.

One of the big stumbling blocks that new
bookbinders eventually come up against is
the titling of the bound book. No matter how
beautifully a book is bound, whether in cloth,
paper or leather, it needs a title on the spine.
For a simple case binding, titling should be no

--:
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problem for members, as most cases will fit in
the Guild's blocking press.

The title can be blocked, either onto labels, so

that you can select the best one, or for those
with stronger nerves, straight onto the case

before casing in. If that doesn't work, you can
always then make a label and stick it over the
top! I usually make two or three, just in case of
accidents.

For cloth bindings, foil supplied by the Guild
is quite adequate, but a word of warning about
the cloth. Most foils take well on Winterbottom
buckram as it has a relatively smooth surface,
but some others have a more definite texture
and do not accept foil so well, particularly with
the smaller type, so it is usually preferable to use
a label of smoother material glued to the spine.

Labels can be made of many materials - cloth,
paper or leather. If the book is bound in buckram,
a contrasting colour in the same material makes
a good label. However, as the cloth is rather thick
it sticks up at the edges and may get rubbed,

looks better and can easily be made from Oasis.

It must be pared very thinly, until the follicles
show through, and this is easy using the Guild's
paring machine. At this point, the leather is
more like paper and is very stretchy, so it should
be pasted to Japanese tissue to make it easier
to handle.

Plan the type so that it fills the label which should
go almost from shoulder to shoulder. Allow a

clearance of t or 2 mm to prevent rubbing on
the shoulders.

After blocking, it is usual to outline the label
with a gold line using a pallet, and pare the edge
away to nothing with a scalpel, taking care not
to cut the gold line, before pasting to the spine.

I have a variety of pieces of leather of many
types and colours (g8+B yTTD and the blocking
press is now supervised by Col Jorgensen (gggo

SSSS).The paring machine can be borrowed at
meetings and the Purchasing Officer has good
supplies of gold, silver and other coloured foils.

For a neater finish, make the label before the case
and make a double spine stiffener, the inner one
of manila in the usual way, and the outer one
of card, the same thickness as the cloth. Cut a
'window'where the label is to go, slightly larger
than the label itself and glue the two pieces
together. When making the case, work the cloth
into the window with the bone folder to make
a recess into which the label will fit. Very thin
bookcloth labels do not need this precaution.

Paper makes good labels and is a very traditional
material. It has the advantage that the edges can
be pared if necessary. Experiment with various
types, and to give it a bit more wear resistance,
seal it with a coat of very thin PVA or spray with
one of the spray paper sealers available from
art shops.

Leather labels are probably the most satisfactory
as leather blocks beautifully and the edges
of the labels are quite unobtrusive. The
leather traditionally used is skiver, a very thin
untextured sheep skin. It looks best on textured
covers such as buckram, crash canvas or grained
leather (Oasis). A substitute for this is very
thinly pared kangaroo, obtained locally. On a
very smooth cover, a label with a bit of texture

Daniel Ibbott from Books and Boxes has kindly
offered to title members'books for them, at a
very reasonable cost. As mentioned in the May
zorz QBGNewsletter, the companyhas quite an
array of type, in varying fonts and sizes. If you
are interested in this service, you may contact
Daniel directly on (oZ) gz76 7t55.

Different Corners

Turning in corners on square boards covered
with cloth is a very familiar operation and
ensures that the corner of the board is well
protected. Paper covered boards can be treated
in the same way, but as paper is weaker than
cloth, the corner is not so well protected. Also,
if the paper is printed, coloured ink tends to rub
off, leaving a worn looking white underlay.

To avoid this, it is better to provide the board
with a very small cloth corner, only about lomm
long. If using thick cloth, remove a sliver of
board from the edges and the front so that the
cloth is completely flush with the board.

Paste the paper to the board, but before turning
in, cut the corner on a curve (fig r) so that only
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2-3mm of the corner
paste down (fiS z).

show, then turn in

Another complication occurs if the corner is
curved, as cloth is much too stiff to mould into
shape. Glue the cloth to the board and trim the
corner to a matching curve. Using a scalpel, cut
away wedge shaped pieces of the cloth, checking
as you go that the wedges are the right shape
(fig s).

When all the bits are glued dovyn (fig 4), the
corner should be quite flat with no gaps or
overlapping. However, this can be hard to
achieve, so it is a good idea to paint the corner of
the board and edge to match the cloth, so that if
there are any Baps, they do not show up.

June McNicoI

Many of you would be aware that the Guild
started 35 years ago this year. The committee
is in the final stages of planning a dinner to
celebrate this milestone in the Guild's history.

The anniversary dinner will be held on Sunday
October zr at the Norman Park Services Bowls
Club, 43 Norman Avenue, Norman Park. Guests
are invited to arrive at 6.oo for a 6.3opm start.

The cost per head will be $45.oo, which includes
pre dinner finger food, a two course meal and
some beverages during the meal. A full bar
service will be available to your own account.

Frank Lynam, the teacher of the original class
which was the nucleus of the Guild has accepted

and our invitation to be the guest
evening.

Tickets will be available at the
October meetings.

speaker for the

September and

Silent Auction

The Guild is running a Silent Auction on the
night of the November meeting. The purpose
is for the Guild and members to dispose of
unwanted or surplus bookbinding equipment
and supplies.

If you have any item(s) you want included in the
auction, please advise the Secretary as soon as
possible, including a photograph of the item, so
a catalogue can be prepared and published.

The selling fee to members is ro% of the final
auction price.

Christnas Function

The Christmas function will again be held at St
Luke's Anglican Church Hall on tz December.
After the success of last year's event, we are
going to use a similarformula again this year. All
are welcome to bring along and discuss mystery
objects, participate in an interactive pop quiz,
partake in food, drinks and general socialising.
Stay tuned for more details as we get closer to
the event.

June McNicol has a large collection of short
lengths of cloth in many colours, weights and
styles, so if you need a small piece for a special
binding or a repair, give her a ring on 3B4B 5774.

Volunteers Wanted

The Expertise Events Craft Fair is to be held
from Wednesday r7 to Sunday zr October, 2012,
(9am to 5pm). We are asking for two volunteers
to assist on the stand in two shifts each day,
i.e. 9am to rpm and rpm to 5pm. It is preferred
that at least one experienced member be on each
shift.

New members: team up with another member
to assist you and you will enjoy the experience
of showing others your craft. Please contact
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Colin Jorgensen on either 3390 5839, or
email colinjorgensen@bigpond.com with your
preferred shift.

Please provide your phone and email address
so information can be sent to you as required.
The names must be completed by the next QBG
Meeting, Wednesday, 12 September.

ASSIST TO GROW THE QBG and work a shifr.

Col Jorgensen (Events Co-ordinator)

The Guild financial year ended on 29th February
zorz and annual subscriptions are now due.
There has not been an increase in subscriptions
this year.

There arevarious optionsforpaying subscriptions
and Paypal has been introduced as a way of
paylng via credit card. Check the website for
details (http : //www. qbg.org.au/join.htm)

New Members

We would like to welcome recently joined
members to the Queensland Bookbinders' Guild:
Edward Kulpa, Ruth Harding, Ramon Toro,

Michael Frearson, Nicole Wickham, Sherilyn
Burrows, Ian Morris and Alice Forsyth.

eorz Calendar

PAPER DECORATION COURSE

Wednesday, 12 September, WSQ, 7pm.

June McNicol and Louise Doig will demonstrate
methods of decorating paper.

GIF-T CARD DEMONSTRATION

Wednesday, 10 October, WSQ,7pm.

Renata Eising will give a demonstation on
making gift cards.

SILENT AUCTION

Wednesday, t4 November, WSQ, 7pm.

Sell your surplus bookbinding equipment.

CHRISTMAS FUNCTION

Wednesday, tz December, St Luke's Anglican
Church Hall,7pm.

Enj oyMysteryobj ects, pop quiz and refreshments
with the Guild to celebrate Christmas.

Wgfields Avenur,

Highon ferrerr,

llorthomptomftire

lll{10 8AI, tnghnd

Iel: +{4 (0}1933 4l?l5l
For: +4{ (0)1933 112?42

E-moil: nrorr@hornnlon.to. uk

http:,#**v-lurmoton. ro.ul
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Hewit & Sons
ATHER IVlANUFACTU

And Suppllers ol Equlpment, Tools, Materlals and
Sundrles tor all Craft Bookblndlng requlrements.

Our Fine Leather for Bookbinding range includes:

Alum Tawed Calf & Goat
Bookcalf and Archival Calf

Chieftain and Pentland Goat
Smooth and Emboesed Goat and Skivar

fne One-Stop Shop to( Bookbidets'is avatlable onlino at.

www.hewit.com

Our onlrne calalogue and 'Shopping Cart'is prcked full ol inlormatton on
the cqnplele rang€ ol p(odicts trye manufacture and sell.

It you have any gu€ri€s, ilease e-mait us at:

sales@hewit.cgm

WessrsUe
J. Hewit & Sons Ltd.

'12 Nettlehill Road
H@stoun,rdustrial Estate
Lruruslon. West Lothtan

EH54 5OL

T6l:+44(0)15054a.t1$ Fac+/E(0)1506/ll}ft€
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QUEENSI.AI\ID BOOI(BINDER,S' GUILD INC.
The Guild aims to promote,foster and practice the qrt of bookbinding in its traditionalform,

and to embrace the related graphic arts and kindred arts.

Contact Us: Subscription:
PO Box 3oo9, Tarragindi, QLD 4rzr Single $So / Country gz5

Website - www.qbg.org.au / Email - qbg@qbg.org.au Financial year ends z8 February

Office Bearers zorz - zor3

President Dennis Leadbetter SST7 4855
Vice President Vacant
Hon. Treasurer Sarah Davies 3843 orr5 treasurer@qbg.org.au

Hon. Secretary Marilyn George g2B9 2BS4 secretary@qbg.org.au

Committee Member June McNicol SB+8 SZZq junemcnicol@optusnet.com.au

Webmaster Robert Theim gBSt g8B+ qbg@qbg.org.au

Newsletter Editors Irene Djasmeini i.djasmeini@gmail.com

Alex Forrest o4or 3BB 63o

Librarian/Publicist John Woolrych g6zz zttr
Sales Officer Howard Prior S24S 47gL
Purchasing Officers John Woolrych g6zz zrrt

Howard Prior g24S 47gr
Josiane Tissot

Equipment Officer Irene Djasmeini

Course Co-ordinator GeoffWieland g8gg rSBg

Events Co-ordinator Col Jorgensen

Meetings Co-ordinator Josiane Tissot

Supper Convener Irma Asher

Meet and Greet Joan Burton-Jones

Josiane Tissot
Materials Meetings
Available from 6 - 7pm Woodturners, Society of eueensland
during regular meetings 19 pine Street, Greenslopes

Library at7.oo pm on the znd Wednesday

Books can be borrowed of each month except in January

at no charge during meetings (unless specified otherwise)

Equipment
Some tools and equipment can be borrowed for use at home, at no charge.

Contact June McNicol or Irene Djasmeini before meetings to arrange pick up or return
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